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Emburse  
Chrome River 
Solutions  
Overview

Expense Management  
and Accounts Payable  
Automation Software
Empower your organization with a suite  
of solutions that maintain compliance,  
save countless hours through automation,  
and empowers your team to thrive.

EXPENSE 
Chrome River Expense 

streamlines workflows and 
reimbursements for effortless 

expense management. 

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE 
Automate your entire invoice 

lifecycle within a single,  
user-friendly solution with 

Chrome River Invoice.

CARDS AND PAYMENTS 
Instantly issue virtual  

and plastic Emburse Cards  
with granular spending rules  

for smarter spending.
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Chrome River Solutions Overview Features that 
humanize work

ONE EXPERIENCE
Our web app strategy 
delivers a consistent user 
and product experience 
on any device, real time 
updates and no additional 
training required.

FLEXIBLE SOLUTIONS
Select from a suite of spend 
management solutions 
that easily scale with your 
business needs.

POWERFUL PARTNERSHIPS
Add value by collaborating 
with a vendor from our 
exclusive partner network.

SEAMLESS INTEGRATIONS
Connect with nearly any 
system to effortlessly move 
data between your most 
important business tools.

Travel
Exceed your global organization’s travel requirements by partnering 
with Chrome River as your expense management vendor while 
maintaining your travel vendor of choice. Our agnostic approach to 
travel means that you can leverage a best-of-both worlds approach 
to travel and expense management. We integrate with your current 
ecosystem to provide a holistic T&E experience, without having to 
sacrifice the travel partners you know and love.. 

Analytics
When optimizing spend, you can’t improve what you can’t track.  
Emburse Analytics centralizes your organizational spend into a single, 
stunning dashboard that transforms data into actionable insights.  
With all your spend data safely in one place, you can make informed, 
data-driven business decisions to improve your financial health.

B2B Payments
Traditional check processing is expensive, slow, and risky.  
Optimize the invoice-to-pay process and improve vendor relationships 
through Chrome River’s seamless integration with Emburse Pay - B2B 
Payments. B2B Payments simplifies everything from remittance to 
reconciliation—while syncing with your accounting system.  
Reduce payment execution costs and timelines while enhancing 
visibility to spot trends and create stronger payment strategies.  
Plus, realize an additional revenue stream by earning a cash back 
rebate on all card payments.


